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ABSTRACT

The cross-shore evolution of nonlinear internal waves (NLIWs) from 8-m depth to shore was observed by a

dense thermistor array and ADCP. Isotherm oscillations spanned much of the water column at a variety of

periods. At times, NLIWs propagated into the surfzone, decreasing temperature by ’18C in 5min. When

stratification was strong, temperature variability was strong and coherent from 18- to 6-m depth at semi-

diurnal and harmonic periods. When stratification weakened, temperature variability decreased and was

incoherent between 18- and 6-m depth at all frequencies. At 8-m depth, onshore coherently propagating

NLIW events had associated rapid temperature drops (DT) up to 1.78C, front velocity between 1.4 and

7.4 cm s21, and incidence angles between258 and 238. Front position,DT, and two-layer equivalent height zIW
of four events were tracked upslope until propagation terminated. Front position was quadratic in time, and

normalized DT and zIW both decreased, collapsing as a linearly decaying function of normalized cross-shore

distance. Front speed and deceleration are consistent with two-layer upslope gravity current scalings. During

NLIW rundown, near-surface cooling and near-bottomwarming at 8-m depth coincide with a critical gradient

Richardson number, indicating shear-driven mixing.

1. Introduction

Internal waves (internal isopycnal oscillations) are

ubiquitous in the coastal ocean. In coastal regions,

nonlinear internal waves (NLIWs) transport and verti-

cally mix sediment, larvae, and nutrients (e.g., Leichter

et al. 1996; Pineda 1999; Quaresma et al. 2007; Omand

et al. 2011). As an aggregation mechanism, internal

waves can generate patches and fronts of swimming

plankters (e.g., Lennert-Cody and Franks 1999; Jaffe

et al. 2017). In the nearshore (defined here as depths h,
20m), NLIWs can drive temperature fluctuations of up

to 68C at tidal and higher frequencies (e.g., Winant 1974;

Pineda 1991; Walter et al. 2014). The nearshore semi-

diurnal internal tide can transport nutrients onshore

(Lucas et al. 2011a,b), which can cause phytoplankton

blooms (Omand et al. 2012). Nearshore NLIWs were

also correlated with the presence of phosphate and fecal

indicator bacteria near the surfzone (Wong et al. 2012).

Although important to nearshore ecosystems, the cross-

shore transformation of NLIWs in very shallow water,

particularly to the surfzone, is poorly understood.

NLIWs that propagate into the nearshore may be

either remotely or locally (on the shelf) generatedCorresponding author: G. Sinnett, gsinnett@ucsd.edu
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(Nash et al. 2012). On the shelf, NLIW generation and

propagation depends on the bathymetric slope (e.g.,

Garrett and Kunze 2007), background stratification (e.g.,

Zhang et al. 2015), and barotropic tides (e.g., Shroyer

et al. 2011) and can be modified by upwelling and

regional-scale circulation (Walter et al. 2016). In analogy

to a surface gravity wave surfzone, as internal waves

propagate into shallow water on subcritical slopes, they

steepen, become highly nonlinear, and dissipate (e.g.,

Moum et al. 2003;MacKinnon andGregg 2005), creating

an ‘‘internal surfzone’’ (e.g., Thorpe 1999; Bourgault

et al. 2008). NLIWs can have both wave and bore-like

properties when propagating upslope on the shelf from

120- to 50-m depth (Moum et al. 2007). NLIWs some-

times form highly nonlinear solitons trailing the leading

edge of the dissipating internal tidal bore (e.g., Stanton

and Ostrovsky 1998; Holloway et al. 1999). Farther on-

shore, internal wave run-up occurs as an internal bore—

sometimes termed a ‘‘bolus’’ (e.g., Bourgault et al.

2008)—in the ‘‘internal swashzone,’’ analogous to sur-

face bores with wave run-up in the swashzone of a beach

(Fiedler et al. 2015).

In the nearshore, NLIWs have been observed often as

internal bores associated with the internal tide. In

Monterey Bay (at h5 15m), sharp temperature drops in

the bottom 10m associated with the M2 (12-h period)

internal tide steepen into a bore front and precede

gradual cooling over several hours before temperature

quickly recovers amid intensified mixing (Walter et al.

2012). The 12-h evolution of a semidiurnal nonlinear

internal bore near Del Mar California was tracked be-

tween 60- and 15-m depth (Pineda 1994). In h ’ 12-m

depth, internal tidal bores have been related to nutrient

and larvae transport (Pineda 1999). Bottom-trapped

(cold) bores were observed near Huntington Beach in

the Southern California Bight in depths between 20 and

8m, attributed to breaking semidiurnal internal waves

(Nam and Send 2011). An onshore propagating non-

linear internal wave train was observed between 30- and

10-m depth in a strongly stratified estuary that dis-

integrated into irregularly spaced, short-duration, bot-

tom-trapped bores (Bourgault et al. 2007), which

generated turbulence as they dissipated (Richards et al.

2013). Nearshore NLIWs can have significant temporal

variation (e.g., Suanda and Barth 2015) associated with

multiple angles of incidence and can strongly interact

with one another (Davis et al. 2017, manuscript sub-

mitted toGeophys. Res. Lett.). High-frequency (periods

of minutes) NLIW have also been observed to reflect off

of steep internal beaches (Bourgault et al. 2011).

The internal surfzone and swashzone have been de-

lineated in laboratory (e.g., Wallace and Wilkinson

1988; Helfrich 1992; Sutherland et al. 2013a) and

numerical studies (e.g., Arthur and Fringer 2014). Lab-

oratory studies of internal bores typically use a layered

lock exchange (e.g., Shin et al. 2004; Marino et al. 2005)

ormotor-driven paddle to create an internal disturbance

(e.g., Wallace and Wilkinson 1988; Helfrich 1992), then

quantify the speed and shape of the upslope surge of

dense water based on layer density differences and total

water depth. Analogous to surface wave breaking,

conditions affecting the internal wave-breaking regime

and subsequent upslope evolution as a bore were found

to be a function of an internal Iribarren number Ir (ratio

of internal wave steepness to bathymetric slope) or

offshore wave frequency and amplitude (Sutherland

et al. 2013a; Moore et al. 2016). The Ir also affected the

total upslope bore dissipation and eventual transport of

tracers (Arthur and Fringer 2016). However, the re-

lationship between NLIW run-up in the ocean and ei-

ther idealized laboratory or numerical simulations is

not clear.

Scripps Beach, the Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-

phy (SIO) pier (La Jolla, California), and surrounding

canyons provide a natural laboratory to study NLIWs in

shallow environments. Canyon currents have been

linked to internal waves in this (and other) canyon sys-

tems (Shepard et al. 1974; Inman et al. 1976). Recent

observations in La Jolla Canyon show an active internal

wave field at the semidiurnal frequency. Energy flux is

up-canyon as internal oscillations transition to higher

harmonics (M4 and above), indicating onshore propa-

gation of a highly nonlinear and evolving internal wave

field (Alberty et al. 2017). In 7-m water depth at the end

of the SIO pier (this study location), bottom tempera-

ture can drop rapidly, 58C over minutes (Winant 1974;

Pineda 1991). With a four-element cross-shore array on

the Scripps pier, cold pulses were observed propagating

onshore into the surfzone (Sinnett and Feddersen 2014).

However, details of internal run-up to the shoreline,

variability, and potential impacts to the nearshore are

not well observed.

Here, observations are presented from a dense and

rapidly sampling instrument array spanning the near-

shore from 18-m depth all the way to the shoreline.

Analysis is focused on describing the details of internal

run-up across the entire internal swashzone and relating

these observations to idealized laboratory and numeri-

cal simulations. Experimental details are described in

section 2, with some of the first time series and spectral

observations of NLIW run-up in water depths as shallow

as h 5 2m in section 3. Observations of individual run-

up events are described in section 4 and related to

laboratory and numerical studies. Discussion of these

results are in section 5 and concluding remarks are in

section 6.
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2. Experimental details

a. Location and overview

Temperature and current observations at the SIO

pier (32.8678N, 117.2578W) were made during fall

(29 September to 29 October) 2014, when stratification

in the Southern California Bight is strong (Winant and

Bratkovich 1981). The SIO pier is 322m long and ex-

tends west-northwest (2888) into water roughly 7.6m

deep. It is ’500m southeast of Scripps Canyon, the

northern arm of the La Jolla canyon system (Fig. 1a).

The shoreline is roughly alongshore uniform from 200m

north to 500m south of the pier, with mean cross-shore

slope s ’ 0.027 from the shoreline to h 5 18-m depth

before a steep canyon break. The reference depth (z5 0)

is at the mean tide level (MTL), and the cross-shore origin

(x 5 0) is defined as the shoreline at MTL. The x co-

ordinate axis is aligned with the length of the pier (positive

onshore), making the y axis oriented alongshore (positive

toward the north, Fig. 1a). The alongshore origin (y5 0) is

defined at the northern edge of the pier.

b. Instrumentation

For the 30-day experimental period, a vertical tem-

perature chain was deployed at h 5 18m (denoted S18)

directly offshore of the pier at x 5 2657m, y 5 0m

(green star, Fig. 1a), with 14 Seabird SBE56 thermistors

sampling at 2Hz spaced 1m apart extending from 1m

above the bed to 3m below MTL. An additional SBE56

was tethered to a surface float that continually sampled

near-surface temperature at a fixed level relative to the

tide. Concurrently, 36 Onset Hobo TidBits and 8 Sea-

bird SBE56 thermistors were deployed on the SIO pier

pilings (y 5 0m) at various cross-shore sites (2273 ,
x , 229m) and vertical locations (25.9 , z , 0.1m)

(blue and red circles, Fig. 1b). These TidBits and

SBE56s sampled water temperature at 3-min and 15-s

intervals, respectively, and were calibrated in the SIO

Hydraulics Laboratory temperature bath, yielding ac-

curacies of 0.018C (TidBits) and 0.0038C (SBE56). The

TidBits have a 5-min response time and are capable of

resolving oscillations at periods longer than 10min.

A pier-mounted Seabird SBE 16plus SeaCAT main-

tained by the Southern California Coastal Ocean Ob-

serving System (SCCOOS) measured salinity and

temperature at x 5 2246m and z 5 25.8m (roughly

1.2m above the bed), sampling every 6min (square,

Fig. 1b). Salinity was linearly related to temperature

over the experiment duration at this site, with salinity of

33.57 6 0.05 90% of the time. A pier-end Precision

Measurement Engineering (PME) vertical temperature

chain with 1-m vertical resolution maintained by the

SIO Coastal Observing Research and Development

Center (CORDC) provided temperature measurements

at 1-Hz sampling rate with 0.018C accuracy (green cir-

cles, Fig. 1b). This temperature chain (installed to ex-

amine long-term trends) was offline from 2 to 6October,

and again from 16 to 18October. Four additional SBE56

thermistors were mounted 0.3m above the bed in depth

h ’ 7.6m at x 5 2273m and alongshore locations

spaced 100m apart (y52200,2100, 100, and 200m; red

dots, Fig. 1a). These instruments were active 9–30

October and sampled temperature at 1Hz to capture

alongshore variation and incident event angle relative to

FIG. 1. (a) Google Earth image of the experiment site (La Jolla,

CA) and surrounding nearshore waters. The bathymetry (10-m

contour interval, white lines) highlights the La Jolla (southern) and

Scripps (northern) Canyon system. The site of a moored temper-

ature chain near the 18-m isobath (green star, S18), bottom-

mounted thermistors (red dots), and the SIO pier (black line) are

shown. The x coordinate is chosen to be along the pier (cross

shore). (b) Detail showing the cross-shore (x) instrument de-

ployment locations along the SIO pier (symbols) with reference to

the mean tide level z 5 0m (blue line), tidal standard deviation

(blue dotted), and mean bathymetry (solid black). Three different

types of thermistors were deployed: Onset TidBits (blue), SBE56

(red), and the CORDC temperature chain (green). Instrument

sites near the 8-, 6-, 4-, and 2-m isobaths are indicated (S8, S6, S4,

and S2).
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the slope. Temperature data from near-surface pier-

mounted thermistors were removed at times when they

were exposed to air (low tide or large waves) following

Sinnett and Feddersen (2014). For convenience, the

pier-mounted instrument site locations near the 8-, 6-, 4-,

and 2-m isobaths (x 5 2273, 2219, 2155, and 2100m)

are hereinafter referred to as S8, S6, S4, and S2 (see

Fig. 1b).

Water column velocity was observed by an upward-

looking Nortek Aquadopp current profiler deployed in

7.6-m depth at S8 (black triangle, Fig. 1b). It sampled

with 1-min averages and 0.5-m vertical bin size. The

ADCPwas placed 5m north of the pier (y5 5) to reduce

pier-piling flow disturbance, while remaining consistent

with pier-mounted thermistors. Velocity data were ro-

tated into the x and y coordinate system based on

compass headings taken at deployment. Data above the

surface wave trough or in regions with low acoustic re-

turn amplitude were removed (’1.5m below the tidal

sea surface).

Meteorological and tide measurements were made by

NOAA station 9410230 at S8. Air temperature and wind

speed (2-min average) were sampled at z ’ 18m at

6-min intervals. Surface (tidal) elevation h is calculated

from an average of 181 one-second samples reported

every 6min. Hourly significant wave heightHs and peak

period Tp were observed by the Coastal Data In-

formation Program (CDIP) station 073 (pressure sen-

sor) mounted to a pier piling at S8. When observations

were not available (29 September to 21 October), a real-

time spectral refraction wave model with very high skill

initialized from offshore buoys was used (O’Reilly and

Guza 1991, 1998). Cross-shore bathymetry was mea-

sured from the pier deck using lead-line soundings every

10m on 26 September, 10 October, and 24 October. The

bathymetry was then interpolated in x and the-time

dependent bathymetry was used when appropriate. The

average slope between S8 and S4 was s 5 0.033, with

bathymetry variation less than 0.3m at any location

(slope changes, 4%) during the experiment. The outer

extent of surface wave breaking (surfzone location xsz)

was estimated by shoaling surface wave conditions ob-

served at S8 over the measured bathymetry with the

observed tides following Sinnett and Feddersen (2016).

c. Background conditions

The experiment site has a mixed barotropic tide with

amplitudes over the 30-day experiment period varying

between 0.17 and 1.05m on a spring-neap cycle, domi-

nated by the lunar semidiurnal (M2) and lunar diurnal

(K1) tidal constituents (Fig. 1a). Wind conditions were

generally calm, with a light afternoon sea breeze rarely

peaking above 5ms21 (Fig. 2b). Pier-end (S8) significant

wave height Hs varied from 0.3 to 1.5m over the entire

experimental period. Surface wave events near days 2,

19, 22, and 27 caused significant wave height to peakwell

above the meanHs ’ 0.7m. Air temperature followed a

strong diurnal heating and cooling cycle in the first

10 days of the record, with diurnal variations ’78C
(Fig. 2d, black). The diurnal air temperature variation

decreased to ’48C after day 10, with a subtle cooling

trend seen throughout the record. Surface water tem-

perature (from the S18 surface thermistor) varied

weakly, but contained a diurnal heating and cooling

signature (Fig. 2d, red). Diurnal air and near-surface

(z . 23.5m) water temperature variability was co-

herent with a ’4 h lag. Diurnal air and water tempera-

ture variability below z 5 23.5m was incoherent.

3. Month-long nonlinear internal wave
observations from 18-m depth to shore

Temperature observations from 18-m depth to near

the shoreline at five cross-shore locations (Figs. 3a–e)

highlight the rich and diverse NLIW field present during

the 30-day observational period. The first 10 days were

strongly stratified at S18 (x 5 2657m, h 5 18m) with a

large barotropic tide (Fig. 3e). During this time, winds

were typically calm, with a few events where uw .
4ms21. Significant wave height averaged 0.8m during

the first four days, then decreased to less than 0.5m and

remained small until day 19. An energetic NLIW field is

present at S18 during the first 10 days, with large vertical

isotherm excursions (208C isotherm displacement is

66m, Fig. 3e). At this time, cross-shore coherent cool-

ing events at semidiurnal and faster time scales are

regularly observed in the otherwise warm shallow water

and can reduce the S4 temperature by 2.258C in only

10min. Clear examples of NLIW cross-shore excursions

occur near days 1 and 8 (Fig. 3). The 10-day period

containing strong internal wave activity typical of early

fall conditions at this site is denoted ‘‘period I.’’

The early to late fall transition between period I and

the less active remaining 20 days (termed ‘‘period II’’) is

characterized by cooling surface water (z . 27m) and

warming at depth (Fig. 3e). The transition occurs just

after day 10, when warm water extended all the way to

the bottom at S18 with very weak stratification. At this

time, surface gravity waves were weak (Hs , 0.5m) and

sustained winds were moderate (uw , 5ms21) with

spring barotropic tides (Fig. 2). At S18, vertical excur-

sions of the 208C isothermwere smaller during period II,

usually less than 63m. Near-surface diurnal tempera-

ture oscillations due to solar heating were60.28C at S18,

increasing to 60.58C at S2, and were coherently ob-

served at all cross-shore locations. Though the water was
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less stratified and isotherm excursions were smaller

at S18, NLIW events were still observed during pe-

riod II (notable in Fig. 3 near days 12 and 27). Cross-

shore coherent NLIW events are described in greater

detail by zooming in to a time of energetic NLIW

activity (identified by the black bar, Fig. 3e) during

period I.

The 3.5-day energetic NLIW period (Fig. 4) had

strong stratification and barotropic tides but weak winds

and surface waves. Temperature variability at all cross-

shore locations is strong, containing oscillations at pe-

riods near M2, the M4 harmonic (6.2 h period), and

higher frequencies. At S18, the T 5 208C isotherm ex-

cursions are over 10m and NLIW events are coherently

observed all the way to S2. Midwater column tempera-

ture fluctuations are as high as 4.88C in 10min at S18, but

decrease onshore with a maximum temperature fluctu-

ation of 2.08C at S2. The first 1.5 days (days 7–8.5)

are strongly stratified with very warm surface water

and a sharp thermocline. Near-bottom M4 temperature

variability is present at all cross-shore locations. Strati-

fication is weaker during days 8.5 to 10.5 (Fig. 4), yet

temperature variability at all locations is still observed

primarily at M2 periods, although M4 variability is also

present, particularly at S8 (Fig. 4d).

High-frequency temperature variability (periods

shorter than 3h) is superimposed on top of the

M2 and M4 variability. The cross-shore evolution of

high-frequency variability is visible in a 9-h zoom

(Fig. 5) of the time period indicated by the black bar in

Fig. 4e. At S18, the T 5 208C isotherm gradually rises

during the first hour with little high-frequency temper-

ature variability. Then, at hour 1.5, the 208C isotherm

plunges roughly 10m, beginning a series of oscillations at

’10-min period that persist over the next 6 h (Fig. 5e).

The first two 10-m oscillations of the 208C isotherm near

hour 2 are qualitatively similar to a soliton. These su-

perimposed high-frequency oscillations at S8 are pres-

ent at S6, but decay in shallower water, though some

aspects of the high-frequency NLIW field are coherent

upslope. For example, near hour 7 at S18 (the peak of

the M4 period event) a pulse of cold water elevates S8

isotherms (lasting roughly 10min). The cold pulse ar-

rives at progressively later times upslope, until it is fi-

nally observed at S2 just before hour 8 (Figs. 5a–d). The

pulse propagated onshore at an unknown angle and af-

fected temperature in water depths as shallow as 2m,

causing temperature there to drop 0.78C in 5min.

Although occasional pulses of cold water can be

tracked coherently upslope, very little high-frequency

energy is coherent between S18 and S8. A further zoom

of 1.5 h shows temperature with the 18.18, 19.68, and
21.18C isotherms highlighted to emphasize the lack of

cross-shore coherence at high frequency (Fig. 6). At S18,

isotherms are displaced 60.8m at ’10-min period

(Fig. 6e). At S8, isotherm displacements are 60.4,

reduced from S18 (Fig. 6d). However, isotherm dis-

placements are not coherent between S18 and S8, with

near-zero correlation for all lags during this active

90-min period. A transition to temperature variability

on longer time scales and an upslope isotherm tilt is also

evident in Fig. 6, as the 90-min average 21.18C isotherm

depth is approximately 2m higher at S4 than at S18. At

S8, both the 19.68 and 21.18C isotherms contain vari-

ability at’10-min periods, particularly in the last 40min

(Fig. 6d). Upslope at S6, variability at’10-min period is

evident near the bottom (19.68C isotherm), but mid-

water depths (z ’ 22m) contain variability at longer

time scales (Fig. 6c). The resulting variability of the

21.18C isotherm at S4 is predominantly at 20-min pe-

riods, with less high-frequency variability than in deeper

waters (cf. Figs. 6b,d).

The temperature observations (Figs. 3–6) with large-

amplitude isotherm displacements relative to water

depth, rapid temperature changes, and M4 harmonics

demonstrate the presence of a rich NLIW field. Spec-

tral properties of the NLIW field are explored focusing

on the midwater column temperature time series from

fast sampling SBE56 thermistors at z 5 29m at S18,

and z 5 24m at S6 (Figs. 7a,b). During the active

FIG. 2. Observed (a) SIO pier tidal elevation h, (b) wind speed uw,

(c) significant wave height Hs at the SIO pier end (S8), and (d) air

(black) and surface ocean in 18-m depth (red) temperature vs time.

Wave observations were made by the CDIP station 073. Tidal

observations, wind speed, and air temperature were observed by

NOAA station 9410230 located at the pier end.
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period I (first 10 days), large (48–58C) temperature os-

cillations are present at both locations. The less active

period II (days 10–30) still has NLIW activity, although

the magnitude (18–28C) is much reduced. To contrast

these two periods and locations, a 7-day time period is

selected to represent period I (red and blue, Figs. 7a,b)

and period II (purple and green, Figs. 7a,b). Temper-

ature spectra of these four time series were calculated

with the multitaper method (Thomson 1982) using the

JLab toolbox (Lilly 2016). The 95% confidence interval

(gray shading) is found from the x2
k distribution with

the 14 degrees of freedom given by the orthogonal

Slepian tapers.

Period I temperature spectra at S18 (red, Fig. 7c) has

peaks at M2 and M4 frequencies, and decays with

frequency up to a broad secondary peak at 6–10 cph

(7–10-min period), corresponding to high-frequency

variability at S18 in Fig. 5. Farther upslope, the S6

temperature spectra does not have a clearly defined M2

peak and the S6 M2-band variance is 21% that of S18

FIG. 3. Temperature vs vertical location below the MTL z and time at cross-shore locations (a) x52100m, h’
2m, denoted S2; (b) x52155m, h’ 4m, denoted S4; (c) x52219m, h’ 6m, denoted S6; (d) x52273m, h’
8m, denoted S8; and (e) x52657m h’ 18m, denoted S18. The vertical axes have been scaled to approximate the

depth at each cross-shore location [the vertical scale of (e) is compressed to fit on the page]. Data in (a)–(d) have

been removed (white) when sensors were inoperative or above the water line. Black dots (right side, all panels)

indicate the fixed (relative to MTL) thermistor locations. The black triangle in (e) indicates the surface-following

sensor (surface level h shown as black line). Gray squares at the bottom of (e) indicate the arrival time of isolated

events highlighted in section 4, and colored squares indicate the arrival time of events A–D (left to right), which are

highlighted in detail in section 4. The black bar on the abscissa indicates the time span highlighted in Fig. 4.
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(blue, Fig. 7c). However, at S6 a clear and significant M4

peak is present that has essentially the same variance as

at S18. TheM4 peak indicates either M2 to M4 nonlinear

energy transfers between S18 and S6 orM4 generation in

deeper water, likely in the offshore canyons (Alberty

et al. 2017). An additional small S6 spectral peak is ev-

ident near M8 (harmonic of M4, 0.33 cph, 3-h period)

with nearly twice as much variance as at S18, suggesting

nonlinear energy transfers from M4 to M8 between S18

and S6. The S6 spectra falls off similarly to S18, but does

not have the broad high-frequency spectral peak, consis-

tent with the reduced onshore high-frequency variability

observed in Fig. 5. Between S18 and S6, the M2 variability

was coherent (’0.78, above the 99% confidence level of

0.39) with 20-min phase lag, suggesting propagation, albeit

at an unknown angle. Between S18 and S6, M4 variability

also was coherent (0.8), as was the M6 and M8 variability

(at 0.6 and 0.5), albeit more weakly than M2 and M4.

However, variability above 1 cph was not coherent be-

tween S18 and S6, similar to the zero lagged correlation of

the 19.68C isotherm elevation between S18 and S8 inFig. 6.

The period II temperature spectra (Fig. 7d) were re-

duced at all frequencies relative to period I. Spectral peaks

at M2, M4, and higher harmonics are still present at S18 in

period II (purple, Fig. 7d), but spectral levels are reduced

by a factor of 10 at these frequencies. Furthermore, the

period II S18 elevated variability at.1 cph is absent during

period II. The period II diurnal temperature variability at

S6 (green, Fig. 7d) is slightly elevated relative to S18,

consistent with increased solar heating and longwave

cooling at the shallower S6 depth, and is coherent between

S6 and S18. AtM2 and higher frequencies, the S6 period II

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but with the time axes of all plots zoomed to highlight 3.5 days of internal wave activity. The

black bar on the abscissa indicates the timespan included in Fig. 5.
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spectra has no significant peaks, was incoherent with S18,

and had a total variance half that of S18.

4. Coherent upslope evolution of individual
nonlinear internal wave events

The NLIW field observed from S18 (18-m water depth)

to near-shoreline S2 (Figs. 3–6) contains cold pulses that

propagate coherently upslope (e.g., Fig. 5). The run-up

characteristics of these cold pulses ultimately determine

the NLIW cross-shore extent and impact to the nearshore

region, through, for example, larval transport (e.g., Pineda

1999). Here, the coherent upslope evolution of individual

NLIW events is explored in analogy to laboratory studies

(e.g., Wallace and Wilkinson 1988; Sutherland et al.

2013a). Events are a significant and rapid reduction and

recovery of temperature near the pier end over a few

hours and are defined quantitatively later. Detailed anal-

ysis is restricted to between S8 and just seaward of the

surfzone at S2, where high thermistor density (Fig. 1b)

allowed for coherent upslope tracking of NLIW events.

The time period is narrowed to 9–28 October (experiment

days 11–30) when the S8 (pier end) alongshore array (red

dots, Fig. 1a) was concurrently deployed. A single NLIW

event is examined first to introduce important event pa-

rameters (e.g., event front speed cf). Analysis is then

broadened to multiple events at S8 and farther onshore,

leading to scaling the upslope NLIW event evolution.

a. Example NLIW event characteristics

An example 5-h-long NLIW event occurred on 26 Oc-

tober (red square, experiment day 28, bottom of Fig. 3e)

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but with the time axes of all plots zoomed to highlight 9 h beginning on 7Oct 2014 at 0015 Pacific

daylight time (PDT). The black bar on the abscissa indicates the timespan included in Fig. 6
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with large surface wave (Hs ’ 1.2m) and moderate wind

(uw’ 3.5ms21) conditions (Fig. 2). This event is selected

to highlight NLIW run-up properties. Prior to the event

front arrival at hour 1, S8 temperature was essentially

constant near 21.28C and weakly stratified, dT/

dz , 0.018Cm21 (Fig. 8a). After the event front arrival,

S8 near-bottom temperature fell rapidly (’18C in 1min)

and the water column stratified (dT/dz , 0.258Cm21).

Temperature fluctuations of O(0.28C) at 1–30-min time

scales are observed throughout the water column. Near-

bottom temperature began to increase after hour 2

(’0.0258Cmin21), while temperature in the upper 3m

cooled slightly. The event concluded between hours 2.75

and 4 as the near-bed warmed and the near-surface

cooled until the water column was again weakly strati-

fied near hour 4. During this event, the coldest (bottom)

S8 temperature was near 19.48C (Fig. 8a), but the coldest

(bottom) S18 temperature before the event was near

20.78C (not shown). Thus, the coldest water at S8 during

the event originated froma location deeper than 18mand

traveled horizontally upslope more than 384m to

reach S8.

Velocity associated with the upslope NLIW example

event was observed by the ADCP at S8. Cross-shore

(U) and alongshore (V) velocities are decomposed into

(e.g., for U) depth-averaged (barotropic) velocity U

and the depth-varying (baroclinic) velocity U0, so that

U(z, t)5U(t)1U 0(z, t), (1)

and the vertical average of U0 is zero. The barotropic com-

ponent is assumed to be irrotational in the experiment

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but with the time axes of all plots zoomed to highlight 1.5 h beginning on 7Oct 2014 at 0549 PDT.

The 18.18, 19.68, and 21.18C isotherms are highlighted with a black curve in all panels.
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domain and slowly varying in time. This decomposition is

partially aliased by the removal of velocity bins near the

tidal sea surface. Prior to theeventonset, barotropic velocity

magnitude was weak (,0.05ms21) as was baroclinic ve-

locitymagnitude (almost alwaysU0 , 0.02ms21).However,

after the abrupt temperature drop at hour 1 signaling the

event arrival (Fig. 8a), baroclinic velocityU0 increased, with
onshore velocity at depth exceeding 0.06ms21 and offshore

velocity near the surface (Fig. 8b). The baroclinic current

was predominantly in the cross-shore (U0) direction, with a

weak alongshore (V0) component (Fig. 8c). Near hour 2, the

direction ofU0 reverses, and thereafter the near-bed flow is

offshore and the near-surface flow is onshore, coincident

with the bottom temperature recovery (Figs. 8a,b). During

the recovery (2.75–4h), the transition depth between near-

surface cooling andnear-bedwarming is z’23m(Fig. 8a),

which is also near the U0 zero crossing depth.

The near-bottom upslope event temperature evolu-

tion (Fig. 9) is key to determining event parameters.

Prior to the event start at hour 1, the region from S8

to the shoreline was essentially homogeneous in T

(Fig. 9a). The pier-end, near-bottom T was also largely

uniform in the alongshore (Fig. 9b). At each cross-shore

and alongshore location, the event arrival is clearly visible

as a steep drop in T (the event front) that propagates co-

herently in the alongshore and cross-shore. This T drop

then slowly reaches a minimum before beginning to re-

cover near hour 2. At S8, the overall temperature drop of

about 28C was fairly uniform, spanning 400m in the

alongshore (Fig. 9b). In the cross-shore, the temperature

drop is coherent and reduced onshore to x 5 2137m

(black curve in Fig. 9a). Onshore of x5 2137m, neither a

sharp nor coherent temperature drop is observed (dashed

curves in Fig. 9a). By hour 4 the event is over and tem-

perature has largely recovered to the pre-event value, albeit

with occasional remnants of colder water upslope (e.g.,

yellow, magenta, and blue curves at hour 4.2 in Fig. 9a).

The example event’s upslope near-bottom tempera-

ture evolution (Fig. 9) highlights key quantifiable event-

front characteristics. The sharp temperature drop

indicates the event front arrival time tf1, defined

as when the 3-min-averaged temperature change

dT/dt , 20.0338Cmin21 (gray dots, Fig. 9). Onshore

(1x) NLIW event front propagation is evident from the

progression of tf1 at different cross-shore locations

(Fig. 9a). Similarly, the alongshore event front arrivals

FIG. 7. (top) Midwater column temperature at (a) S18 (green star in Fig. 1) at z529m and (b) S6 at z524m vs

time. Two 7-day periods containing contrasting internalwave conditions are highlighted at each location. Temperature

during days 1.5–8.5 in the active period I is colored red (S18) and blue (S6), and temperature during days 19.2–26.2 in

the less active period II is colored purple (S18) and green (S6). (bottom) Temperature spectra vs frequency at both S18

and S6 for (c) period I and (d) period II. Colors correspond to the highlighted periods in (a) and (b), and frequencies

corresponding to the 24-h (K1), 12-h (M2), 6-h (M4), 3-h (M8), and 10-min periods are highlighted (vertical dotted).

The 95% confidence interval for spectra at S18 and S6 are shaded light gray and dark gray, respectively.
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(Fig. 9b) indicate a south-to-north (1y) propagation

component, consistent with the observed baroclinic ve-

locities (positive near-bottom U0 and weakly positive V0

at event start; Figs. 8b,c). At a particular cross-shore

location, the event front passes at a time tf2, defined as

where the 3-min averaged dT/dt . 20.00678Cmin21

(open circles in Fig. 9b). Time tf2 does not necessarily

correspond to the coldest observed event temperature,

but rather to when the sharp event front (rapid T drop)

has passed the sensor. The temperature drop DT asso-

ciated with the event front is then defined as

DT5T(t
f1
)2T(t

f2
) . (2)

At S8, an event is defined to occur whenDT. 0.38Cover

9min and is defined to propagate farther upslope (on-

shore) as long as coherent DT . 0.158C. For this ex-

ample event, S8 DT 5 1.268C, but as the event

propagated onshore the magnitude of the coherent

event front decreased to DT 5 0.348C at x 5 2137m

(black curve in Fig. 9a). As onshore-coherent DT .
0.158C was not observed onshore of x52137m (dotted

lines, Fig. 9a), the NLIW event run-up cross-shore ex-

tent is defined as xR 5 2137m.

Event front speed cf and angle u are calculated using

the cross-shore and alongshore event arrival time and

the observed barotropic velocity. The change in event

front alongshore arrival position versus time dyf /dt at S8

is estimated from the slope of the linear fit of alongshore

front location yf versus arrival time when DT . 0.38C at

three or more alongshore locations. Similarly, the S8

cross-shore change in position versus time, dxf /dt, is

found from the arrival time difference between bottom

sensors at S8 (x 5 2273m) and x 5 2246m. At S8, the

event propagation angle estimated as

u5 arctan

 
dx

f
/dt

dy
f
/dt

!
, (3)

which is independent of the barotropic current. Al-

though barotropic motions do not affect u, they do affect

cf (in this case by approximately 30%). Accounting for

barotropic motions, the event front speed is

FIG. 8. Five-hour time series of an NLIW run-up event at S8 beginning at 0813 PDT 26 Oct

2014: (a) S8 1-Hz temperature from near surface to near bed, (b) cross-shore baroclinic current

U0, and (c) alongshore baroclinic currentV0 vs depth and time. In (b) and (c), the bed andmean

tidal surface are indicated by the black and blue curves, respectively.
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c
f
5 dx

f
/dt cosu2U cosu2V sinu . (4)

For this example event, S8 front speed is cf 5 0.06m s21

and incidence angle is u 5 11.28.
Observations of DT and cf can be related to idealized

two-layer laboratory and numerical studies of NLIW

run-up with defined layer height hi and layer density

difference Dr (e.g., Sutherland et al. 2013a; Arthur and

Fringer 2014). Here, the continuously stratified ocean is

related to an idealized equivalent two-layer fluid with

layer density difference Dr 5 aDT (where a is the co-

efficient of thermal expansion) and the equivalent two-

layer interface height set by equating the change in

vertically integrated baroclinic potential energy PE as-

sociated with the continuously stratified event front to

the potential energy change of a two-layer system with

Dr and layer depth hi. The instantaneous vertically in-

tegrated baroclinic potential energy is

PE(t)5

ð  ~h
0

[r(z0, t)2 r
0
]gz0 dz0 , (5)

where r0 is a constant reference density, g is gravity, the

tidally varying water depth is ~h5 h1h, and z0 is a

vertical coordinate referenced to the bed. The change in

PE associated with the event front is

DPE5PE(t
f2
)2PE(t

f1
) . (6)

For a two-layer system, the equivalent vertically in-

tegrated change in potential energy from tf1 to tf2 is

DPE5Drg(z2IW/2), (7)

where zIW approximates hi and is the equivalent two-

layer interface height above the bed for the stratified

event. Rearranging (7) gives zIW as a function of DPE
and Dr,

z
IW

5

�
2DPE

Drg

�1/2

. (8)

The two-layer equivalent interface height is then found

from (8) using the change in PE due to the event front in

the continuously stratified ocean [(6)] and Dr 5 aDT.
For the example event, the S8 interface height is zIW 5
2.48m, consistent with the large temperature drop in

the bottom 2m and weaker drop at shallower depths. Es-

timation of zIW depends on adequate vertical temperature

FIG. 9. NLIW event bottom temperature vs time beginning at 0813 PDT 26 Oct 2014 for

(a) the cross-shore locations and (b) the pier-end (S8) alongshore locations (red dots in Fig. 1a),

offset by 0.18C in both (a) and (b) for visibility. Gray dots indicate the event arrival time at all

locations. Open circles in (a) indicate the temperature change that defines DT, with S8 DT 5
1.268C highlighted. The NLIW event DT was below the 0.158C cutoff threshold onshore of the

run-up extent xR 5 2137m, indicated by the dotted lines in (a).
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resolution, restricting zIW calculation to cross-shore lo-

cations with at least four thermistors in the vertical

(Fig. 1b). Having defined key parameters associated

with the NLIW event front (DT, cf, zIW, and xR), the

observed range and upslope (onshore) evolution of in-

dividual events are investigated next.

b. Individual NLIW event characteristics

Isolated individual NLIW events are defined when

DT . 0.38C at S8 and when no other cold pulses occur

for 63 h. This second criterion removes overlapping

events (discussed later). With these criteria, a total of

14 individual NLIW events with 0.38C , DT , 1.78C
were isolated at the pier end (S8) between 9 and

30 October. Two events had DT. 1.58C, six events had
1.08C , DT , 1.58C, three events had 0.58C , DT ,
1.08C, and three events had 0.38C , DT , 0.58C (left

column, Fig. 10). All 14 events were observed co-

herently propagating upslope with reduced DT so that

54m farther onshore (at S6) only 10 events were ob-

served, all with DT . 0.38C (second column, Fig. 10).

Despite the onshore reduction in DT, six events (as-

sociated with the largest DT at S8) were still observed

at S4 (right column, Fig. 10). Farther upslope DT con-

tinued to decrease, but at S2 no coherent DT . 0.158C
was observed.

At S8, the 14 events propagated upslope with speeds

1.4, cf , 7.4 cm s21 (radial magnitude, Fig. 11a). These

NLIW events also propagated with a range of incidence

angles (258 , u , 238, Fig. 11a), potentially due to the

many internal wave generation locations nearby. The

slight positive mean u ’ 58, indicates a south-to-north

NLIW propagation tendency, suggesting a possible

dominant source near the southern La Jolla Canyon

(Fig. 1a) throughmechanisms described in Alberty et al.

(2017). During the example event (Fig. 8), the inferred

large upslope transport of cold water suggests the event

is strongly nonlinear. At S8, event nonlinearity is

quantified with the ratio of near-bed baroclinic velocity

magnitude jU 0
bj to front speed cf, (jU 0

bj/cf ), where jU 0
bj is

averaged for 10min between 0.9 and 1.9m above the

bottom after event onset. For linear internal waves,

jU 0
bj/cf � 1. At S8, the example event detailed in section

4a has jU 0
bj/cf 5 0.7, indicating strong nonlinearity. The

14 isolated NLIW events had jU 0
bj/cf between 0.3 and 2.0

with a mean value of 0.7.

For these 14 NLIW events, the observed S8 cf is com-

pared to two-layer gravity current speeds (e.g.,

Sutherland et al. 2013a; Marleau et al. 2014). A flat-

bottom, two-layer fluid with interface height hi in depth

h and upper- and lower-layer densities r0 and r0 1 Dr,
respectively, has reduced gravity g0 5 g(Dr)/r0. The

corresponding gravity current Froude number is (Shin

et al. 2004)

F
0
5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d(12 d)

p
, (9)

where d5 hi/h. The speed of the gravity current front is

c
gc
5F

0
(g0h)1/2 5 [(12 d)g0h

i
]1/2 ’

��
12

z
IW

~h

�
g0z

IW

�1/2
,

(10)

where, for a NLIW event, zIW is used for the lower-layer

height, ~h is the tidally adjusted water depth, and Dr is

given by aDT.
For these 14 NLIW events, the observed S8 upslope

event front speed cf is reasonably well predicted

by the two-layer gravity current speed cgc [(10)]

with root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 0.016m s21,

squared correlation R2 5 0.44, and best-fit slope of

1.15 (Fig. 11b). Although cgc is biased high relative to

cf, this bias could be accounted for by adjusting the F0

definition [(9)]. The reasonably good relationship

between cf and cgc indicates that these continuously

stratified NLIW events (e.g., Fig. 8) are reasonably

well scaled as a two-layer gravity current (e.g., Shin

et al. 2004), even though the events propagate at

nonzero incidence angles, the bottom slopes weakly,

and the event may be propagating into inhomoge-

neous (stratified) water.

FIG. 10. Number (N) and DT distribution (shading) of NLIW

events observed between 9 and 30 Oct 2014 at cross-shore lo-

cations S8, S6, and S4 (highlighted in Fig. 1b). Of the N 5 14

events observed at S8, only six were observed at S4, and none

with DT . 1.58C.
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Not all NLIW occurrences are as simple as the ex-

ample event (Figs. 8, 9) with its clearly defined param-

eters (e.g., tf1, DT, and zIW). NLIW run-up can be

complicated, with overlapping cold pulses containing

differing cf and u (Fig. 12). A near-simultaneous initial

cold pulse arrival at S8 alongshore locations (gray dots,

Fig. 12b) indicates an NLIW pulse with u 5 2.28 that
propagates onshore (subsequent gray dots, Fig. 12a). A

second cold pulse is observed roughly 1.2 h later at S8

cross-shore and alongshore stations (gray crosses,

Figs. 12a,b) superimposed on the first pulse. The second

pulse was observed within the surfzone (at this time

surfzone wave breaking begins at h 5 2m) and pro-

pagated south to north at very high angle and with

DT decreasing in the alongshore (DT 5 1.088C at

y52200m but (DT5 0.178C at y5 200m). Though the

onset of the second pulse is cross-shore coherent, the

temperature drop was observed nearly simultaneously

at x 5 255m, y 5 0m and x 5 2273m, y 5 2200m

(gray crosses in Fig. 12a) before giving a sense of rapid

offshore propagation as temperature recovered between

hours 3 and 4. Although speculative, this pulse may have

swept cold water into the surfzone at y , 0m that was

then reflected offshore. The second cold pulse propa-

gated through the previously conditioned stratification

and current. The criterion requiring isolated events re-

moves such complicated overlapping cases (Fig. 12)

where event parameters are difficult to isolate.

c. Upslope NLIW evolution

At S8, 14 isolated NLIW events have DT. 0.38C with

no overlapping cold pulses. To compare these NLIW

events with idealized two-layer laboratory andmodeling

studies, the event propagation angle is restricted to be

nearly shore normal (juj , 158, eliminating two events).

A further restriction requires the wavefront to be

roughly alongshore uniform, where DT is within 0.58C at

four or more alongshore locations (eliminating eight

more events). Background barotropic velocity was weak

during each event (jUj , 1.3 cm s21). These restrictions

result in four remaining events (colored markers in

Fig. 3e), denoted events A–D, that are near normally

incident and propagate into homogeneous conditions.

Thus, these representative events are more consistent

with a two-layer assumption than the total 14 isolated

NLIW events at S8. To relate to laboratory two-layer

internal run-up and gravity current studies, these four

events are further required to propagate into homoge-

neous T at and onshore of an initial cross-shore location

x0. Events B and C had homogeneous T at and onshore

of S8 prior to the event, and thus the initial cross-shore

location x0 5 xS8 5 2273m. Events A and D had some

vertical stratification at S8 prior to the event start.

However, just 27m onshore T was vertically and on-

shore homogeneous, so x052246m for events A and D

to ensure pre-event homogeneous conditions. Note that

the example event in Figs. 8 and 9 is event C. The up-

slope (onshore) evolution of events A–D (colored dots,

Fig. 3e) are explored in detail to highlight NLIW run-up

characteristics.

Theonshorepropagationdistance from x0 isDx5 x2 x0,

and elapsed time from front arrival at x0 is Dt5 t2 tf1(x0).

Event A–D fronts propagated onshore and slowed

down until reaching their eventual total run-up distance

DxR 5 xR 2 x0 (dots, Fig. 13). The upslope transit time

was between 42 and 64min, with DxR varying between

FIG. 11. (a) NLIW event front speed cf (radial direction) and incident angle u at S8 for the 14 observed events

between 9 and 30 Oct 2014. Events are plotted as if a viewer were looking offshore from the end of the SIO pier.

(b) NLIW two-layer gravity current front speed cgc [(10)] vs event front speed cf [(4)] for the 14 NLIW events

observed at S8. The RMSE is 0.016m s21, squared correlation R2 is 0.44, and the best-fit slope is 1.15.
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100 and 137m. The two-layer gravity current speed

[(10)] can be expressed as dx/dt, and the differential

equation can be solved for change in cross-shore posi-

tion x, assuming a constant Froude number [(9)] and a

constantly sloping bottom. The solution is a quadratic

relationship between Dx and Dt, consistent with labo-

ratory observations of broken internal solitary wave

upslope run-up (e.g., Sutherland et al. 2013a). So, for

each event, the front position Dx and elapsed timeDt are
fit to a quadratic

Dx52
d
f

2
(Dt)2 1 c

f0
Dt , (11)

with best-fit NLIW front speed at x0 (cf 0) and con-

stant onshore NLIW deceleration df. The fits all have

high skill (.0.98, lines Fig. 13) with standard error

in best-fit parameters found from standard methods

(e.g., Wunsch 1996). The NLIW deceleration

df varies between (0.9–2.4) 3 1025m s22 with standard

error around 0.37 3 1025m s22 (Table 1). Event D

had the highest cf0 (7.84 6 0.6 cm s21), but also had

the largest deceleration, limiting the run-up distance

from x0, DxR 5 xR 2 x0 to 128m (blue, Fig. 13). Event

A decelerated less than event D, but had a smaller

cf0 (5.86 6 0.4 cm s21) resulting in a similar DxR. Event
C had high cf0 (6.31 6 0.6 cm s21) and also less

FIG. 13. NLIWeventA–D front propagation distanceDx vs elapsed
time Dt (colored dots) and quadratic fit (curves) as in (11). There is

goodagreement (squared correlation. 0.98) between the quadratic fit

and observations. For each event, the estimated surfzone boundary

location xsz 2 x0 is indicated as a bar on the ordinate.

FIG. 12. Bottom temperature vs time beginning at 0737 12 Oct 2014 for (a) cross-shore and

(b) alongshore locations (as in Fig. 9) offset by 0.18C for visibility. Gray dots indicate the arrival

of an NLIW cold pulse propagating with nearly zero angle onshore to xR 5 2137m. Gray

crosses indicate a second NLIW pulse superimposed on the first, propagating at a high angle

from south to north. The first NLIW eventDTwas below the 0.158C cutoff threshold onshore of

the run-up extent xR 5 2137m, indicated by the dotted lines in (a), though the second pulse

caused significant (’0.88C) temperature reduction in water as shallow as 1m (x 5 255m).
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deceleration than event D, allowing DxR 5 137m

(red, Fig. 13). Event B had the lowest cf0 (4.51 6
0.6 cm s21) and deceleration, with observed

DxR 5 100m.

None of these four events were observed to propagate

coherently into the surfzone (tick marks along ordinate

axis in Fig. 13). During event A, the significant wave

height was very small (Hs 5 0.32m, Table 1) and the

surfzone was narrow. The event run-up halted 56m off-

shore of the estimated surfzone boundary (green tick

mark, Fig. 13). EventBwithHs5 0.69m also haltedmore

than 35m from the estimated surfzone boundary. Events

C and D had Hs . 1m (Table 1) and with the wider

surfzone, the total run-up distance DxR was observed to

within 10m of the estimated surfzone boundary. Events

C and D both caused thermistors inside the surfzone to

cool’0.18C in 6min, though this cooling was insufficient

to coherently track further onshore as an event DT.
NLIW event front temperature drop DT and equivalent

two-layer height zIW generally decreases farther upslope

(Figs. 14a,b). For events A–D, DT at x0 (DT0) varied be-

tween 0.968 and 1.628C (Fig. 14a), a factor of 1.7. Upslope

DT decreases differently among events, either rapidly

(event B, black in Fig. 14a) or slowly (event A, green). For

events B–D, DT , 0.418C at xR. In contrast, the slowly

decaying event A hadDT5 0.968C at xR. Yet, for event A,

no significant temperature drop was present 20m onshore

of xR. The zIW at x0 (zIW0
) varied between 2.1 and 2.5m

(Fig. 14b), a much smaller range than for DT0. Upslope

from x0, zIW reduced linearly in a relatively similar manner

for all events, in contrast to DT. At xR, zIW ranges between

1 and 1.5m, still significant compared to zIW0
. For events

A–D, the upslope reduction in dimensional cf, zIW, and

DT and the constant deceleration are qualitatively con-

sistent with laboratory observations of internal run-up

of broken internal solitarywaves (Wallace andWilkinson

1988; Helfrich 1992; Sutherland et al. 2013a).

d. Scaling upslope NLIW evolution

The stratified NLIW events A–D have baroclinic ve-

locity structure and temperature structure that are

qualitatively consistent with an upslope two-layer

gravity current (e.g., Figs. 8, 9). Events A–D have

jU 0
bj/cf that is O(1) (Table 1), also consistent with a

gravity current. NLIW events A–D have constant de-

celeration (Fig. 13) and their density anomaly DT and

height zIW are reduced onshore consistent with upslope

two-layer gravity currents (Marleau et al. 2014). Here,

the NLIW event parameters (cf0, df, DxR, DT, and zIW)

are scaled and compared to gravity current scalings.

The nondimensional DT/DT0 and zIW/zIW0
depen-

dence upon nondimensional run-up distance Dx/DxR is

examined in analogy with laboratory studies of the

TABLE 1. Summary of example eventsA–Ddetailed in section 4. From left to right: event designator, S8 significant wave heightHs, wind

speed uw, observed event front cross-shore propagation speed cf, ratio of bottom baroclinic current to event propagation speed jU 0
bj/cf ,

propagation angle u, event front temperature difference DT0, equivalent two-layer height zIW0
, best-fit deceleration df and standard error,

and total run-up distance from x0, DxR.

Event Hs (m) uw (m s21) cf (cm s21) jU 0
bj/cf u (8) DT0 (8C) zIW0

(m) df (3 1025 m s22) DxR (m)

A 0.32 1.02 3.8 0.8 2.9 1.29 2.32 1.3 6 0.2 128

B 0.69 0.48 3.6 1.2 1.0 0.96 2.10 0.9 6 0.4 100

C 1.20 3.36 6.0 0.7 11.2 1.26 2.48 1.3 6 0.4 137

D 1.03 2.49 7.4 0.4 3.6 1.62 2.12 2.4 6 0.5 128

FIG. 14. NLIW events A–D (colored) (a) DT and (b) equivalent

two-layer interface amplitude zIW vs upslope distance relative to S8

(x 2 xS8). Note that zIW is only estimated at locations with at least

four thermistors in the vertical. Events A and D are first estimated

at x 2 xS8 5 27m as S8 was prestratified.
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upslope propagation of broken internal solitary waves

(e.g., Wallace and Wilkinson 1988; Helfrich 1992). Up-

slope event front temperature drop DT varied sub-

stantially (Fig. 14a). However, the normalized DT/DT0

largely collapse as a linearly decaying function of

Dx/DxR (Fig. 15a) with best-fit slope 20.61 and squared

correlation R2 5 0.58. For events A–D, the dimensional

zIW upslope dependence was not as scattered as for DT
(Fig. 14b). Similarly, the nondimensional zIW/zIW0

col-

lapse very well as a linearly decaying function of Dx/DxR
(Fig. 15b) with best fit slope of 20.56 and R2 5 0.89,

again qualitatively consistent with laboratory studies

(Wallace and Wilkinson 1988; Helfrich 1992; Marleau

et al. 2014). The collapse of nondimensional DT and zIW
suggests the dynamics of the continuously stratified in-

ternal run-up into homogeneous water is largely self-

similar.

Laboratory two-layer upslope gravity current de-

celeration is constant and depends upon g0, constant
bed slope s, and the ratio hi/h, where hi represents

gravity current height and h is the total water depth

(Marleau et al. 2014). Adapting this scaling for

continuously stratified NLIW event deceleration

results in

d
gc
5
1

2
g00s

z
IW0

~h
0

 
12

z
IW0

~h
0

!
, (12)

where g00, zIW0
, and ~h0 are all at evaluated at x0. Here, the

averaged bedslope from S8 to S4 is used (s5 0.033). The

events A–D best-fit front speed at x0 (cf0) and the

constant deceleration df [(11)] are compared to the

two-layer gravity current scalings for speed cgc [(10)] and

upslope deceleration dgc [(12)]. The events A–D cf0
varies from 0.04 to 0.08m s21 and is similar to the two-

layer gravity current speed cgc estimated at x0 (Fig. 16a),

although cgc is generally larger than cf0 by more than a

standard error (horizontal lines in Fig. 16a). The cf0 and

cgc fit has RMSE of 0.013m s21 and best-fit slope of 1.17.

Events A–D df is very similar to dgc (always within a

standard error) over a large range (factor of 2.5) of de-

celeration (Fig. 16b). The df and dgc fit has RMSE of

9 3 1027m s22 and best-fit slope of 0.84. The factor 2.5

variation in df is largely due to the DT0 variations im-

pacting g00. The small error of the cf0 and df scalings in-

dicates that for normally incident NLIW events

propagating upslope into a homogeneous fluid, the two-

layer gravity current scalings are appropriate.

Because both nondimensional DT and zIW are largely

self-similar with Dx/DxR, the upslope evolution of an off-

shore (at x0) observedNLIWrun-up event canbe estimated

knowing the total run-up distance DxR. At the onshore

run-up limitDxR, the event front speed cf5 dxf/dt5 0.With

the quadratic front evolution, setting the derivative of (11)

to zero and substituting yields

Dx
R
5
1

2

c2f0
d
f

. (13)

The DxR estimated from (13) with cf0 and df reproduces

the observed DxR defined in section 4a well (Fig. 17a),

with RMSE of 13m (less than the 18-m cross-shore

resolution of the thermistor array, Fig. 1b) and a best-fit

slope of 0.92 that is near unity. This demonstrates that

with knowledge of offshore event front parameters

(cf0, df, DT0, and zIW0
), the upslope distribution of

these parameters can be well estimated.

However, event front observations from at least

three locations along the axis of propagation

are required to estimate cf 0 and df and thus DxR
via (13). The gravity current scalings for cgc [(10)]

and dgc [(12)] only require vertical temperature

coverage at a single location and can be used to

estimate

FIG. 15. NLIW events A–D (colored) (a) normalized tempera-

ture anomaly DT/DT0 and (b) normalized zIW/zIW0
vs normalized

upslope propagation distance Dx/DxR. The linear fit (dotted black)

to events A–D in (a) has squared correlation R2 5 0.58. The linear

fit to all events in (b) has slope20.56 (dotted black) andR2 5 0.89.

Note that zIW is only estimated at locations with four thermistors

in the vertical.
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Dx
R
5

1

2

c2gc

d
gc

. (14)

The gravity current scaling-based DxR [(14)] signifi-

cantly overpredicts the observed DxR (Fig. 17b), with

RMSE of 102m and best-fit slope of 1.75. Relatively

small errors in cgc and dgc (Fig. 16) cascade through (14)

to generate these large errors. For example, with the

best-fit slopes for cgc (1.17) and dgc (0.84) and the scaling

(14), the predicted best-fit slope is 1.63, which is near

the observed best-fit slope of 1.75 (Fig. 17b). This

demonstrates that predictions of total run-up distance

DxR are very sensitive to small errors in run-up speed

and deceleration.

5. Discussion

a. Internal run-up and comparison to laboratory and
numerical studies

For the 14 events at S8, the event front speed is con-

sistent with a internal gravity current (Fig. 11b) and the

FIG. 16. (a) The best-fit gravity current speed cgc0 [(10)] vs NLIW front speed cf0 [(11)] at x0 with RMSE of

0.013m s21 and best-fit slope 1.17. (b) Best-fit upslope gravity current deceleration dgc [(12)] vs NLIW front de-

celeration df [(11)] with RMSE of 0.23 1025 m s22 and best-fit slope of 0.84. Both (a) and (b) are for events A–D.

Horizontal black bars are the standard error in the best-fit values.

FIG. 17. Predicted NLIW event A–D (colored) propagation distance DxR vs observed DxR using (a) best fit front

velocity cf0 at x0 and deceleration df, and (b) two-layer gravity current velocity cgc and deceleration dgc. The RMSE

is (a) 13m and (b) 102m.
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ratio jU 0
bj/cf is generally O(1), suggesting that these

events are internal bores (e.g., Pineda 1994; Moum et al.

2007; Walter et al. 2012; Nam and Send 2011). For the

four isolated (A–D) events, the ratio jU 0
bj/cf is alsoO(1)

(Table 1) and the upslope event evolution (speed and

constant deceleration) is consistent both with upslope

gravity currents (Marleau et al. 2014) and internal

run-up of laboratory broken internal solitary waves

(Helfrich 1992; Sutherland et al. 2013a). This all in-

dicates that the internal wave breaking begins well off-

shore of S8 and that S8 and onshore locations are located

within the internal swashzone where events propagate

as bores, similar to the swashzone of a beach (e.g.,

Fiedler et al. 2015).

In a tidal estuary with a planar ‘‘internal beach,’’

Bourgault et al. (2007) observed cross-shore propagat-

ing and dissipating internal solitary waves of elevation

from 25- to 10-m depth. In this dissipating region, the

wave speed decreased linearly in the cross shore (dcf /dx

was constant). For the quadratic event front position

[(11)], the event front speed as a function of x can be

written as

c
f
(x)5 c

f0

 
12

2d
f
Dx

c2f0

!1/2

, (15)

which yields an approximately constant dcf/dx for

small 2dfDx/c2f0. For the best-fit parameters, the event

front dcf /dx is approximately constant for about half of

DxR. Thus, the upslope evolution of the internal run-up

front speed is consistent with that of dissipating internal

solitary waves Bourgault et al. (2007). However, the

Bourgault et al. (2007) wave speeds were between 0.2

and 0.5m s21, much faster than observed here because

of the much stronger density gradients of the estuary

setting than observed near the SIO pier.

The evolution of these continuously stratified dense

bores propagating upslope into homogeneous fluid are

consistent with two-layer upslope gravity current scal-

ings (e.g., Fig. 16) using near-bed estimated DT and an

interface height zIW assuming equivalent potential en-

ergy [(5–8)]. From flat-bottom numerical simulations, a

continuously stratified interface between upper and

lower layers results in a weak decrease, relative to two-

layer theory [(10)], of the gravity current speed cgc
(White and Helfrich 2014). With stratification similar to

that observed in events A–D, the continuously stratified

model suggests the cgc found from (10) should be re-

duced by ’5% (White and Helfrich 2014). This in-

dicates that applying the two-layer approximation to

these continuously stratified internal run-up events is

appropriate and also may account for some of the cgc
bias error (Fig. 11b).

The constant upslope two-layer gravity current de-

celeration can be derived by assuming a weak slope such

that at all locations the front speed follows the Shin et al.

(2004) gravity current speed [(10)] with constant Froude

number F0 that depends on d 5 zIW/h (Sutherland

et al. 2013b; Marleau et al. 2014). The quadratic in

time dependence of the front position is derived with

h(x) 5 2sx. This requires that d 5 zIW/h be constant

upslope. For the four isolated events A–D, zIW/h ’ 0.3

at Dx/DxR 5 0 and does not vary by more than 60.1 all

the way to Dx/DxR 5 1 (Fig. 18). The linear upslope

reduction in zIW/zIW0
with Dx/DxR is qualitatively con-

sistent with the observed linear upslope amplitude decay

of a dissipating internal solitary wave on a linear slope

(Bourgault et al. 2007). Linear upslope zIW/zIW0
re-

duction is also consistent with laboratory internal soli-

tary wave run-up for all incident wave amplitudes

(Wallace and Wilkinson 1988; Helfrich 1992), and with

laboratory observations of a two-layer upslope gravity

current on shallow slopes (Marleau et al. 2014). This all

supports the assumption that such internal bores are

self-similar (Wallace and Wilkinson 1988). Note, how-

ever, that in laboratory internal solitary wave experi-

ments, the origin (Dx 5 0) is the location where solitary

wave breaking is initiated (breakpoint), which would be

offshore of S8, and unlike two layer systems, here DT is

not constant in the upslope direction, resulting in g0

variations.

The observed linearly decaying self-similar DT/DT0

decrease with Dx/DxR is also qualitatively consistent with

two-layer laboratory upslope normalized density decay

(Wallace and Wilkinson 1988), although again the origin

is relative to the internal solitary wave breakpoint. The

two-layer laboratory density decay also contained sig-

nificantly more scatter than did normalized height

(Wallace and Wilkinson 1988), again consistent with

these observations (Fig. 15). Upslope laboratory DT/DT0

decrease with Dx/DxR was attributed to mixing and

FIG. 18. NLIW events A–D (colored) normalized zIW/h vs upslope

propagation distance Dx/DxR.
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entrainment from the surrounding fluid and downrush

from previous events. For the continuously stratified

events A–D, the reduction in DT may also be due to

mixing at the event front. Prior to the event start, the

temperature was homogeneous. With the event arrival,

the S8 onshore near-bed and offshore near-surface flow

and the delayed near-surface cooling (Fig. 8) also suggest

mixing in the event front, as the offshore-flowing near-

surface water would remain warm otherwise. However,

the observed DT reduction may also be because upslope

locations are closer to the surface (higher z), and S8

temperature drop is reduced at higher z (Fig. 8). Some

combination of these two mechanisms may explain the

upslope DT decrease.

b. Potential vertical mixing during the NLIW
rundown

Any mixing at the event front cannot be quantified

here. However, after internal run-up reaches xR, dense

water then flows back downslope (rundown), during

which significant mixing occurs in both observations in

h’ 15m (Walter et al. 2012) and numerical simulations

(Arthur and Fringer 2014). Here, vertical mixing in the

internal swashzone during the rundown of example

event C (temperature in Fig. 8a) is inferred through the

evolution of vertically integrated and horizontally av-

eraged potential energy DhPEi, buoyancy frequency

squaredN2, shear-squared S2, and gradient Richardson

number Ri5N2/S2 that indicates when a stratified flow

is dynamically unstable (,0.25).

The time evolution of potential energy [(5)] is hori-

zontally averaged over the wave run-up extent

hPEi(t)5Dx21
R

ð  xR
S8

PE(x, t) dx , (16)

and the change in this quantity from the event arrival at

tf1 is

DhPEi(t)5 hPEi(t)2 hPEi(t
f1
) , (17)

which evolves because of both reversible (adiabatic advec-

tion) and irreversible (mixing) density changes (e.g.,Winters

et al. 1995).The stratification is givenbyN25 (g/r0)›r(z)/›z,

where ›r/›z is found from a least squares fit over a mid-

depth range at S8 (25.7 # z # 22.7m). Baroclinic veloc-

ity shear-squared S2 5 (DU 0/Dz)2 1 (DV 0/Dz)2 is found

for the same middepth range. Here, DU0 (and DV0) is

the difference between the vertically averaged baro

clinic velocity near the top of the middepth range

(24.2 # z # 22.7m) and near the bottom of the

middepth range (25.7 # z # 24.2m). The vertical

distance between the centers of the two ranges Dz 5
1.5m.

Before the event arrival, DhPEi, N2, and S2 were

consistent and low (dotted lines, Figs. 19a–c). After the

event onset near hour 1, cold water pulsed onshore, el-

evating DhPEi to near 60 Jm22 approximately 45min

later (Fig. 19a). The cold pulse stratified the water col-

umn while creating shear at middepths, leading to N2

and S2 above 4 3 1024 s22 (Figs. 19b,c). During the

onrush (hour 1 to 2 when near-bottom U0 was positive;
Fig. 8b), Ri was near 1, though always above 0.25, sug-

gesting that sustained local vertical mixing at S8 was

unlikely (Fig. 19d), consistent with model studies and

microstructure observations on shallow slopes (e.g.,

Moore et al. 2016; Bourgault et al. 2008). Although

these observations show no evidence of shear-driven

mixing during the onrush, observations of similar

bores have measured elevated turbulence (both ad-

vected and locally generated) during the bore pas-

sage very near the bottom (Richards et al. 2013).

Between hours 2 and 3, near-bed U0 is offshore as

cold water begins to advect back downslope (Fig. 8b).

FIG. 19. Five-hour time series during event C of (a) event-in-

duced change in horizontally averaged potential energy DhPEi
[(17)], (b) midwater squared buoyancy frequency N2 at S8,

(c) squared midwater shear S2 at S8, and (d) the gradient

Richardson number Ri 5 N2/S2 at S8. All values have been

smoothed (5-min filter). Dotted lines in (a)–(c) indicate measure-

ments recorded before the arrival of the event front at hour 1. The

horizontal dotted line in (d) is the critical Richardson value (0.25).
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As S8 bottom temperature increases (Fig. 8a), DhPEi
and N2 decrease (Figs. 19a,b). However, Ri is con-

sistently above the critical value (Fig. 19d), in-

dicating that local shear-driven midwater vertical

mixing is still unlikely at S8.

As the rundown intensifies after hour 3 at S8, mid-

water S2 at S8 increases again while N2 is small, causing

Ri to drop below the critical value (Figs. 19b–d). At this

time, shear-driven mixing at middepths is possible at S8.

The timing of this drop in Ri corresponds with a period

of bottom warming and surface cooling (Fig. 8a), with

the transition depth between the cooling surface

and warming bottom near where U0 changes sign

(x’23.5m). The direction ofU0 at this time (onshore at

the surface and offshore at depth) potentially advects

recently mixed cooler water near the surface offshore of

S8 onshore. The difference in local mixing at S8 between

internal run-up uprush and downrush is consistent with

differences in mixing and sediment suspension during

uprush and downrush in a surface gravity swashzone

(Puleo et al. 2000).

After the event (4–5 h), the internal swashzone is

slightly cooler (cf. cross-shore bottom temperature

before and after the event at locations offshore of xR
in Fig. 9a and vertical temperature structure at S8 in

Fig. 8a). Because of the postevent remaining cold

water, DhPEi ’ 4.9 Jm22, which is roughly 10% the

maximum DhPEi. As the sun was warming the near-

shore at this time (decreasing DhPEi) and alongshore

currents were small (mean V , 0.003m s21), the re-

sidual DhPEi is likely due to irreversible mixing dur-

ing the event. This residual DhPEi implies an average

irreversible buoyancy flux of 5 3 1024Wm22, which

is nearly a factor 50 lower than that inferred from

highly stratified estuary observations (Bourgault

et al. 2007).

c. Complexity of NLIW run-up in the internal
swashzone

For the four isolated events, the upslope evolution of

event parameters [cf(x), DT(x), zIW(x)] can be predicted

(although DxR is overpredicted) given water column

observations at some offshore location within the internal

swashzone. This can provide insight into the onshore

transport of intertidal settling larvae (e.g., Pineda 1999)

and other tracers exchanged with the surfzone. However,

these four events were relatively simple (isolated, nor-

mally incident, and homogeneous pre-event), analogous

to laboratory observations. Even the 14 events at S8

(Figs. 10, 11b) were relatively simple. These restrictions

on event and isolated event definitions eliminated most

period I NLIW cold pulses and several significant events

from period II (e.g., Figs. 3, 4).

In general, the NLIWfield is very complex, containing

large-amplitude isotherm oscillations over a range of

frequencies (M2, its harmonics, as well above 1 cph) that

evolve over spring-neap conditions. The broad S18 high-

frequency spectral peak (centered between 6–10 cph)

observed during period I (red, Fig. 7c) is also present in

other studies, particularly near topographic features

(e.g., Desaubies 1975; D’Asaro et al. 2007). Overlapping

cold pulses at variable angles of incidence and potential

reflection (e.g., Fig. 12) are common. This region on-

shore of a submarine canyon system (Fig. 1a) may also

be unusual in terms of the NLIW field. The observed

complexNLIW conditions demonstrate that the internal

swashzone is more complex than that described only

from isolated events, similar to a surface gravity wave

swashzone.

The wave-by-wave evolution of internal run-up is

likely affected by interaction between individual run-up

events. Run-up events can interact via bore-bore capture

(potentially observed in Fig. 12), which in a surface

gravity swashzone leads to the largest run-up events (e.g.,

García-Medina et al. 2017). Event interactions also can

include modification of background conditions through

which subsequent waves propagate, or interference be-

tween the previous event rundown and run-up of the

next event (e.g., Moore et al. 2016; Davis et al. 2017,

manuscript submitted to Geophys. Res. Lett.). Labora-

tory observations indicate internal wave breaking and

elevated mixing due to interaction with a previous

event’s downrush (Wallace andWilkinson 1988; Helfrich

1992). Downslope bottom flow prior to the event

(e.g., Helfrich 1992; Sutherland et al. 2013a) was occa-

sionally observed (e.g., hour 1.75 below z 5 26m in

Fig. 8b). Although not observed here, the downrush may

eventually detach, similar to laboratory observations

of gravity current intrusions (Maurer et al. 2010).

Internal bores have been previously observed to re-

suspend fine sediments creating an intermediate layer

offshore (Masunaga et al. 2015). While the location of

maximum sediment suspension is likely offshore of the

study area (Bourgault et al. 2014), currents from the

nearshore downrush may contribute to sediment re-

distribution and the formation of intermediate nepheloid

layers similar to those observed from internal wave re-

flection (e.g., McPhee-Shaw and Kunze 2002).

Statistics of the offshore surface gravity wave field can

be related to statistics of run-up extent for a surface

gravity swashzone (e.g., Holland and Holman 1993;

Raubenheimer and Guza 1996). For example, offshore

significant wave height, peak period, and beach slope

can be used to reasonably accurately simulate the cross-

shore variance of run-up excursion up a beach (e.g.,

Stockdon et al. 2006; Senechal et al. 2011). In less
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complicated locations (with a predictable internal wave

climate), offshore internal tide and stratification statis-

tics potentially can be combined with beach slope in-

formation to parameterize internal run-up statistics.

6. Summary

For 30 days between 29 September and 29 October

2014, a dense thermistor array sampled temperature in

depths shallower than 18m, and a bottom-mounted

ADCP in 8-m depth sampled 1-min-averaged velocity

in 0.5-m vertical bins. A rich and variable internal wave

field was observed from 18-m depth to the shoreline,

with isotherm oscillations at a variety of periods, and a

high-frequency spectral peak (near 10-min periods) when

stratification was strong. Isotherm excursions were

regularly 66m during periods of high stratification;

though isotherm excursions were less extreme, vari-

ability at all frequencies was reduced, and no high-

frequency spectral peak was observed when stratification

decreased.

Cross-shore coherent pulses of cold water at M2 and M4

time scales were regularly observed throughout the obser-

vational period. NLIWevent (rapid temperature drops and

recovery) is evident from the baroclinic transport of cold

water upslope, occasionally causing temperature drops of

0.78C in 5min in water as shallow as 2m. Fourteen isolated

NLIW events were observed in 8-m depth propagating

upslope with speeds cf ranging from 1.4 to 7.4 cms21,

propagation angles u from 258 to 238C and temperature

drops DT between 0.38 and 1.78C, decreasing upslope.

The two-layer equivalent gravity current height zIW
decreased linearly upslope from initial values between

2.1 and 2.5m in 8-m depth and was consistent with

observations of baroclinic velocity. Baroclinic bottom

current during the upslope event propagation (jU 0
bj)

was near the event front propagation speed, indicating

high nonlinearity, with mean jU 0
bj/cf 5 0.7.

The upslope evolution of DT, zIW, and cf for four rep-

resentative events most similar to two-layer laboratory

conditions (alongshore uniform, shore-normal, isolated,

and propagating into homogeneous fluid) are qualita-

tively consistent with laboratory observations of broken

internal wave run-up. Normalized DT and zIW for these

events collapse as a linearly decaying function of nor-

malized run-up distance, and upslope gravity current

scalings described the front speed cf0 and deceleration df
well. The associated total run-up distance DxR was also

well predicted from cf0 and df, with RMSE less than the

resolution of the cross-shore thermistor array. However,

DxR prediction with gravity current scalings has signifi-

cant error because of sensitivity to cf0.

Depressed temperature remained in the nearshore

region for hours, until receding back downslope. Bottom

temperature warmed and surface temperatures cooled

during the receding rundown of an example event. The

gradient Richardson number remained below the criti-

cal value (0.25) at this time, indicating shear-driven

mixing was occurring consistent with laboratory and

modeling studies. The four NLIW events selected to

compare with laboratory studies are simple cases. In

general, NLIW run-up is more complicated because of

superposition (in ways similar to bore-bore capture)

interaction with previous (receding) events, or as the

diverse offshore NLIW field evolves. Any understand-

ing of the internal swashzone beyond the most simple

cases may require descriptions of complex interactions

or a statistical approach similar to those used to describe

the surface gravity wave swashzone.
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